
VISION THERAPY PROGRAM FOR VISUAL PROCESSING SKILLS 
 

 Select first procedure from each category and continue with these procedures until the endpoint is achieved.  After 
achieving endpoint, select next procedure in category. 

 Cross out each procedure as it is completed and record date procedure is completed.. 
 
 CATEGORY ENDPOINT DATE  

COMPLETE 
 LATERALITY/DIRECTIONALITY   
  Identification of Dominant hand Understands the difference between 

hands 
 

  L/R Ball Roll Able to use appropriate hand on 
command with 90% accuracy 

 

  L/R Paws or Butterflies Sheets Complete sheet with limited errors  
  Arrow Chart Complete chart with limited errors  
  Arrow Chart-Step in direction of arrow Complete chart with limited errors  
  Arrow Chart with metronome (120bpm) Complete chart with limited errors  
  Visual Motor Sheets Complete with limited errors  
  Mitten Man Chart Complete chart with limited errors  
  First Hand Game Patient is able to play with limited 

errors 
 

  b-d-p-q sort Sort with 90% accuracy  
  Reversal worksheets Complete all levels with 90% 

accuracy 
 

  Reversal copy grids Complete with 90% accuracy  
  Directionality (co) 2 turns with 90% accuracy  
  Flip/Flops Able to complete complex level with 

limited errors 
 

  Reversal Sorting Cards Able to complete with limited errors  
 VISUAL FORM CONSTANCY ENDPOINT DATE COMPLETE 
  Matching Parquetry Complete with limited errors  
  Colored inch cubes Complete with limited errors  
  Hidden pictures Complete within 10 minutes  
  Computer Pegboard Complete highest level, direct copy 

with no errors 
 

  Haunted House Game Patient is able to play with limited 
errors 

 

  Monster Game Patient is able to play with limited 
errors 

 

 VISUAL MOTOR INTEGRATION ENDPOINT DATE 
 COMPLETE 



 EXECUTION(MOTOR SKILLS)   
  Pencil grip Normal pencil grip  
  Lacing cards 2 minutes per card with ease  
  Pick up objects with tweezers, pickle picker, 

trap, etc. 
Able to accurately, and easily pick 
up small objects with smallest 
instrument  

 

  Haptic Writing Complete accurately  
  Wipe off tracing Accurately stay on line  
 PLANNING   
  Parquetry Blocks Complete with limited errors  
  Let’s Look worksheets Complete with limited errors  
 EXECUTION AND PLANNING   
  Visual Motor Integration Computer 100 points,medium speed with 

medium bat 
 

  Rosner Dots and Geo Board Able to complete  neatly and 
accurately 

 

 VISUAL MEMORY ENDPOINT DATE 
COMPLETE 

  Tachistoscope Computer 90% correct with 4 numbers  
  Concentration Computer 90% accuracy 4x4 grid  
  Dog or Wildlife Concentration Cards Accurate performance  
  Visual Memory Computer 90% Correct with 4 arrows  
  Parquetry with memory Complete 10 with no errors  
    

 


